
 

  

Abstract—In the process of civil engineering supervision, the 

management such as personnel, materials, quality, safety, and 

schedule are complicated, and the data volume is large. There 

are many involved parties and timely coordination and feedback 

are difficult. This study guides the life cycle activities of civil 

engineering supervision through data-driven, analyzes the 

top-level data organization, supervision business process, 

interaction units and users, TDTM four elements, and proposes 

a description method for data integration of civil engineering 

supervision. We achieve the data integration of civil engineering 

supervision from the outside to the inside, from coarse to fine, 

and eliminate contradictions and redundancy, ensure data 

consistency. On this basis, the data entities of civil engineering 

supervision are determined. Then the data query and reporting 

of civil engineering supervision and data conversion are 

analyzed, and the functions of different supervision platforms 

are compared. The data-driven unified data platform of civil 

engineering supervision maintains the independence and 

extensibility of data, and it has more functions. 

 

Index Terms—civil engineering supervision (CES), 

data-driven, data integration, entity. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

CIVIL engineering is an important part of a national 

infrastructure. It is more important to improve the quality and 

efficiency of CES. CES means that the supervision unit is 

entrusted by the legal person and supervises and manages the 

construction of the project according to the legal construction 

documents, relevant laws, regulations and contracts. Its task is 

to control the investment, progress, safety and quality 

objectives of the project [1]. At present, there are many 

problems and deficiencies in the engineering quality, 

engineering progress, etc. of CES. Therefore, it is necessary 
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to integrate a large amount of data of CES. The data-driven is 

based on data. It makes full use of data to integrate the service 

mode, management mode and operation mode of the 

enterprise, and provides development and maintenance of all 

data, and thus reconstructs the data representation and 

business processes of the enterprise to improve the 

management of quality and efficiency. 

In terms of progress control, X. Y. Li and others have a 

brief talk on progress control of construction supervision for 

project [2]. F. X. Xie analyze construction progress control 

work in construction project [3]. In terms of safety control, D. 

Hardison and other scholars proposed the important role and 

methods of construction supervision in effective site safety [4]. 

G. E. Gurcanli studied the risk assessment and safety cost 

estimation of construction projects [5]. Regarding data 

processing and transformation, E. Alreshidi pointed out that 

cloud technology is expected to promote the current BIM 

governance solution [6], and S. Chien realized a BIM-based 

cloud platform for high-performance building services [7]. In 

terms of quality control, T. Fröbel et al. studied the quality 

evaluation of civil engineering projects [8], J. Y. Lou 

researched construction quality control based on BIM [9], and 

L. J. Chen studied BIM construction quality management 

modes and applications [10]. In addition, M. Niknam proposed 

a shared ontology method for semantic representation of BIM 

data [11]. For data-driven, W. C. Lin and other scholars analyze 

and study the common fault diagnosis methods for small 

faults from the data-driven perspective [12]. The data-driven 

software security model and method studied by U. Erlingsson 

outlines the data-driven model of software security [13]. J. C. 

Jiang and others improved the design of distributed systems 

through data-driven paradigms [14]. F. Pinelli proposed a 

data-driven transport network design method [15]. Most of 

these research results are used in the civil engineering 

construction process, and there are few studies on CES data. 

Although data-driven has been successfully applied in many 

fields, the existing CES systems are mostly based on 

function-driven. This article is based on this point of research. 

This paper takes CES as the research object and presents 

data integration methods throughout the life cycle of CES and 

CES entities by data-driven, as well as data processing related 

processes, to provide support for the optimization of BIM. 

II. DATA INTEGRATION RESEARCH OF CES BASED ON 

DATA-DRIVEN. 

A. Data integration ideas of CES based on data-driven 

CES data integration aims to provide a common data 

platform for all applications. It enables different users to 

access, deliver, and use data, guarantees data quality and its 

completeness, at the same time, it also has the flexibility to 

use different data combinations to represent various 
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management scenarios. The integration of this paper starts 

from the top-level data organization, major business 

processes, supervision of interactive units, supervision users, 

and TDTM four elements, and implements top-down and 

coarse-to-fine data grooming. 

Top data organization of CES 

According to the problems in CES, combined with the 

actual supervision work content, the whole life cycle of CES 

based on data drive is analyzed, and the guiding factors and 

project-related factors of CES are determined. This article 

organizes CES data from top to bottom and establishes a 

top-level view of CES data, as shown in Figure1. 
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 Figure 1. Top data organization of CES 
 In Figure 1, we describe the process of the top-level data 

organization in supervision, which is divided into two parts: 

guiding factors and various stages of project factors related to 

guiding factors. There is a time-series relationship between 

bidding and completion acceptance, and there is a staggered 

relationship between construction preparation and completion 

acceptance. It means that there is a time sequence relationship 

for the same type of work in the process of work, and there is 

a staggered relationship between different types of work. The 

contract and design drawings are related to the process from 

construction preparation to completion acceptance. They 

indicate that the construction process is controlled by these 

two factors. The design drawings are basically not changed 

during the construction process. And there is a connection 

relation between the guiding factors and the contract and the 

entire supervision business process. 

Business process analysis of CES 

On the basis of the above-mentioned top data organization 

for CES, a data-driven approach was adopted to classify and 

integrate CES data. The main processes and control methods 

for CES are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Business process analysis of CES 

In Figure 2, the main business processes of CES are 

bidding-construction preparation-construction 

implementation-construction acceptance. There is a 

time-series relationship between them, and there is a 

staggered relationship from construction preparation to 

completion acceptance. In the Construction implementation, 

each sub-project and sub-project are completed firstly, and 

then the work of each unit-item is completed, and there is a 

time-series and staggered relationship between them. In the 

completion acceptance, the pre-acceptance shall be 

performed first, and then the project acceptance, there is a 

time-series and staggered relationship between the two. The 

process after bidding includes quality control, schedule 

control, cost control, safety control, personnel control, 

contract control, and engineering change, etc. to achieve the 

standardized management of CES.   

Analysis of interactive units and users of CES 

CES relates different participant, including development 

organization, construction units, supervision units, urban 

construction archives, competent departments and design 

units, survey units, and quality supervision units. Data 

interaction takes place in the supervision unit and each unit. 

For the supervision unit, it reports and issues documents and 

data to the development unit and construction unit. There are 

also data and report exchanges between supervision units and 

urban construction archives, relevant competent departments, 

survey units, design units, and quality supervision units. 

CES users include the chief supervision engineers, 

professional supervision engineers, supervisor (safety, the 

key stations), data clerks. The classification of users and their 

responsibilities are analyzed as follows: 

(1) The chief supervision engineer take charge of the work 

conference, reviews the documents, supervises the personnel, 

prepares and issues reports and summary, planning, etc. and 

he is responsible for managing the daily work of the project 

supervision agency. 

(2) The professional supervision engineer is responsible for 

the specific implementation of the professional supervision 

work, organize, inspect and supervise the work of the 

supervisor, examine and approve the sub-items and hidden 

projects, review the professional documents, and prepare the 

supervision log and monthly report. Check equipment 

materials and components, responsible for the professional 

engineering measurement. 

(3) Supervisors inspect process and quality, inspect 

manpower, materials, major equipment and record, they go 

through on-site supervision work, fill in supervision log and 

the key stations report, and take charge of safety special 

record. 

(4) Data clerks are in charge of data file management, 

meeting records, etc. 

(5) The regulators are in charge of the supervision and 

management of project supervision agencies and management 

of documents. 

Four-elements method TDTM 

After analyzing the above-mentioned aspects of CES data, 

so as to analyze the important elements of the CES data in a 

fine-grained manner, we put forward the four-element method 

TDTM. The four-element method has analyzed the theme, 

dependency, the table, and the master data in order to obtain 

the themes and relationships of CES. 

(1) Theme 
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Figure 3. Analysis of the four-element of CES 

 

The theme is a comparatively independent part of the 

overall plan, such as schedule control, quality control, safety 

control, and cost control. 

(2) Dependency 

Dependencies explain the relationship between themes in 

CES. If a theme depends on other theme (such as personnel 

control depends on schedule control), then they have 

dependency relation. 

(3) Table 

The table is a data table established by related theme 

according to the types of reports that are actually compiled, 

modified, simulated, and approved. 

(4) Master data 

Some information items constantly applied in different 

tables are maintained as master data. It is easy to integrate 

data. 

The CES data is analyzed through the four-element TDTM, 

as shown in Figure 3. 

The four-element method extracts the themes of personnel 

control, schedule control, contract control, quality control, 

cost control, and safety control in CES, and determines their 

dependencies. The public information involved in the six 

major controls includes planning rules, design drawings, atlas, 

daily reports, monthly reports, notices, replies, meeting 

minutes, inspection records, materials, personnel, and 

equipment. For the description of dependency, such as 

schedule control, it depends on personnel control, quality 

control, cost control, security control, and contract control as 

shown. 

B. Data integration of CES 

Data integration description of CES 

CES data integration methods include the generation of 

CES data and relations, and then search for, add, and delete 

them. The latter two need to verify data consistency, 

contradictions, and redundancy. The specific description is as 

follows. 
Input: the direction, project, actor, interaction, control and Node 

Output: Node content of data elements of CES and their relationship, 

data processing and verification 

Begin   

Generate (direction, project, actor, interaction, control, node); 

locate(Node); // Find the node position, return the node //position L 

add(Node); 

delete(Node); 

output (direction, project, actor, interaction, 

 control, all relationships); 

 

Generate(Entity-Relation) { 

1. direction←∅; 

2. project←∅;  

3. subdirectioni⊂ direction;  

4. project: {{proj_static}, {proj_dynamic}}; 

Direction Collect (Direction component),  

component∈{ aims, rules and regulations,  

specification, control strategy, atlas}; 

5. Proj Collect (Proj component),  

component∈ {{contract, drawings}, {bidding, 

construction preparation, construction  

implementation, engineering assessment,  

completed acceptance}}; 

6. proj_static: = {contract, drawings}; 

7. proj_dynamic: = {bidding, construction  

preparation, construction implementation,  

8. engineering assessment, completed acceptance}; 

9. relationship(proj_dynamic); 

//Setup the relation among the dynamic factors in the project 

10. proj1← {construction preparation, construction implementation, 

project assessment, completed 

acceptance}; 

11. relationship (proj1, ↔);  

//Establish staggered relationships between proj1  

12. relationship (proj1, proj_static1);  

13. relationship (proj1, proj_static2); 

14. relationship (direction,  

{proj_dynamic, proj_static1});  

15. Cesproject←cesproject; 

16. actor←∅; subactori⊂actor;  

17. interaction←∅; 

18. subinteractioni⊂ interaction; //i∈Z 

19. Actor Collect (Actor component),  

component∈ {regulators, the chief supervision 

engineer, the professional supervision engineers,  

supervisors, data clerks}; 

20. Interaction Collect (Interaction component),  

component∈{ development organization, 

construction unit, supervision unit, urban  

construction archives, competent departments, 

survey unit, design unit, quality supervision unit}; 

21. project←∅, subprojecti⊂ project;  

22. Project Collect (Project component),  

component∈ {bidding, construction preparation, 

construction implementation, {sub-item,  

division-item, unit-item}, completed acceptance, 

{pre-acceptance, project acceptance}, project changes}; 

23. relationship (Cesproject, subprojecti);  

24. relationship (Cesproject, subactori);  

25. relationship (Cesproject, subinteractioni);  

26. sub1← {bidding, construction preparation, construction 

implementation, completed acceptance}; 

27. sub2← {construction preparation, construction implementation, 

completed acceptance}; 

28. sub3← {sub-item, division-item, unit-item}; 

sub4← {pre-acceptance, project acceptance}; 

29. relationship (sub1, sub3, sub4, -); 

30. relationship (sub2, sub3, sub4, ↔); 

31. control←∅; 

32. subcontroli⊂ {control, direction};  
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33. Control Collect (Control component),  

component∈ {quality control, schedule control,  

cost control, personnel control, safety control, 

contract control}; 

//Generate the control data 

34. Relationship (Cesproject, subcontroli);  

35. relationship (subcontroli, →);  

36. } 

 

37. add(Node) { 

38.   S=sort(Node); 

39.   Locate (Node, S);  

40.   SL←Node; // Add node 

41.   TestConsistency (Node, Value); 

//verify the consistency 

42.   TestContradiction (Node, Value);  

//Verify contradiction 

43.   TestRedundancy (Node, Value);  

//Verify redundancy 

44. }; 

 

45. delete(Node) { 

46.   S=sort(Node);  

47.   Locate (Node, S); 

48.   L--;  

49.   TestConsistency (Node, Value);  

50.   TestContradiction (Node, Value);  

51.   TestRedundancy (Node, Value); 

}; // Delete node 

End 

If a construction minimum unit is used, the definition of 

guiding factors, control, projects, users, and unit complexity 

are all O(n), and the establishment of associations between 

members is also O(n), defining relation between guiding 

factors and the project factors is O(n2), so the time complexity 

of this method is O(n2). Therefore, after the integration, the 

five major entities of direction, project, actor, interaction, and 

control are determined. 

Data entity and classification of CES 

Analyzed CES data based on data-driven, a unified 

representation and classification of CES data can be formed, 

as shown in Figure 4. 

In Figure 4, the CES data can be divided into application 

layer, kernel layer, and template layer. The application layer 

is composed of actual CES projects. The core layer includes 

guiding factors, projects, users, interaction units, and control 

entities. Each entity has its own corresponding subclass, 

namely {aims ..., atlas}, {bidding, ..., completed acceptance}, 

{regulators, ..., data clerks}, {development organization, ..., 

quality supervision unit}, {quality control, ..., contract 

control}, and CES project related to each subclass. Each 

subclass has a corresponding template table that forms the 

template layer entity. In view of space, only top-level entities 

are listed. 

Through the analysis of data integration ideas in the 

previous section, a data integration description that combines 

the above methods is given, and CES data can be processed to 

verify the consistency, contradiction and redundancy of the 

results. 

Ontology model of CES 

According to the above entities classification and the 

description of data integration of CES, we roughly obtained 

the ontology model of CES and the corresponding RDF 

representation. As shown in Figure 5 and Table 1. 

The ontology model of CES shows the supervising entities 

and their attributes and connections. By obtaining the 

ontology model of the CES, we can more easily carry out the 

research work of the CES ontology next. 

This paper uses data-driven method to analyze the 

supervision business process, interactive units and users from 

the top-level data organization of CES, and then uses 

four-element TDTM method to extract the themes of 

supervision data, and finally perform the overall data. 

Integrate and construct a unified data representation platform 

for CES to improve supervision management quality and 

efficiency and optimize service quality. 

III. DATA APPLICATION OF CES BASED ON DATA-DRIVEN 

A. Data inquiry and reporting of CES 

(1) Query of bidding data 

Project=CES Project; 

Subprojecti= {bidding, construction preparation, 

construction implementation, engineering assessment, 

completed acceptance}, subproject1=bidding, and access to 

the corresponding template table data of subproject1 through 

the established relationship. 

 (2) Query for schedule data  

Control=control, subcontroli⊂ {control, direction}, 

subcontroli= {quality control, schedule control, cost control, 

personnel control, safety control, contract control}, 

subcontrol2=schedule control, and access to subcontrol2 by 

establishing the association template table. 
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 Figure 4. Top-level entity of CES data 
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Figure 5. Ontology model in CES field 

 (3) Data reporting 

Interaction=unit, subinteractioni ⊂ interaction, 

subinteractioni = {development organization, construction 

unit, supervision unit, urban construction archives, competent 

departments, survey unit, design unit, quality supervision 

unit}; such as subinteraction4=urban construction archives, at 

the same time, through the establishment of the association, 

access the corresponding template table. 

The integration method of CES data based on this scheme 

can support all the functions of CES and can solve the 

problem of resource governance, formativeness, sharing, and 

openness of CES effectively. 

B. Data conversion of CES 

For data conversion of CES by data-driven, for the existing 

system1, it will be converted into a new system2, according to 

the integration method of this paper, the solution is as follows: 

According to the previous data integration description, 

starting from the five major entities: the guiding factors, 

projects, users, interaction units, and control, combing out the 

relevant contents of system1 or historical data, and defining 

such information in system1 according to the 

entity-to-information correspondence in this article. At the 

same time, against the relationship between them, establish 

the relationship of each entity and associate the corresponding 

template table. Reorganize the information in system1. Then, 

verify the data from the following three aspects: 

① Consistency 

In the data maintenance of the system, the historical data of 

the existing system1 is backed up in a timely manner, and a 

log is created. For the problem of data consistency, the 

conflict processing interface of the old and new systems is 

provided through the interaction with the user. The new 

system2, can accept supplementary content that has been 

repeatedly checked. 

② less redundant 

In the classification of CES data, a uniform and less 

redundant unified representation method is selected from the 

data level. For the entire system to achieve less data 

redundancy and low coupling. 

③ Correlation conflict 

In the process of converting and updating the existing data 

or system1, it is checked repeatedly whether or not there is an 

associated conflict, such as the timing and dependency 

defined by the new system2, and a conflict with system1, the 

timing and dependency of system2 are followed. 

As a result, data conversion is completed to form a new 

CES data entity. 

C. The supported CES functions comparison 

The CES data platform in this paper can support more 

functions. Compared with the current mainstream Luban BIM 

and commonly used PKPM software, as table 2 shown. 

Compared with the method in this paper, Luban BIM 

system does not involve evaluation and some advanced 

queries ordinarily. PKPM software is powerful, but it is not 

broad in assessment of the project, related the interaction 

units, and supervision personnel. And in the advanced query 

of guiding factors, personnel and unit, this paper has more 

advantage of a supervision data platform based on data-driven. 

At the same time, it embodies the consistency, completeness, 

and less redundancy of data in user management.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper introduces a data-driven method starting from 

the top of CES data, summarizes and analyzes the business 

process, interaction units, users, and four-element TDTM of 

CES, and the entity of the CES data was determined, a method 

for describing the data integration of CES was proposed. 

Above this, the data query and reporting, data conversion was 

analyzed. The supported functions of the CES data were 

compared with other platforms. 

Our next step is to study the data integration of CES based 

on ontology technology. 

TABLE 1. RDF PART OF THE DESCRIPTION OF THE CES ONTOLOGY MODEL 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#" 

     xml:base="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31" 

     xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 

     xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 

     xmlns:xml="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace" 

     xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" 

     xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"> 

    <owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31"/> 

... 

    <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#Contains"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#TransitiveProperty"/> 

    </owl:ObjectProperty> 

    <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#Dependency"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#TransitiveProperty"/> 

    </owl:ObjectProperty> 

    <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#Staggered"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#TransitiveProperty"/> 
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    </owl:ObjectProperty> 

    <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#Timing"> 

        <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#TransitiveProperty"/> 

    </owl:ObjectProperty> 

    <owl:ObjectProperty 

rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#is_generalization_of"/> 

    <owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#SupervisionProject"> 

        <rdfs:subClassOf 

rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#Control_and_management"/> 

        <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#GuidingFactors"/> 

        <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#Personnel"/> 

        <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#ProjectFactors"/> 

        <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/chende/ontologies/2018/2/untitled-ontology-31#Unit"/> 

        </rdfs:subClassOf> 

    </owl:Class> 

... 

</rdf:RDF> 
 

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF SUPPORTED FUNCTION IN DIFFERENT DATA PLATFORM 
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